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PARENTING CHRISTIAN 

STYLE SUPREME 
PARENTINGGRAND.COM 

PRESENTS 

JESUS PARENTING! 
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Revelation 1:8 “I am the ALPHA and the OMEGA, says 

the LORD GOD, who is, and who was, and to is to come, 

the ALMIGHTY.” 

EVEN though JESUS is divine HE can get down to our 

level and understand our thinking.  We do have a real 

true GOD who can get down to our own individual level 

and sympathize with our thinking.  Then HE moves on 

with two items we talk about that he developed.  LOVE & 

FORGIVENESS. 

ALPHA and OMEGA are the BEGINNING and the END!  

He created each person’s DNA different from all others.  

 

 

JESUS PARENTING, is the highest ultimate parenting 

possible for each of us. Today is called the PRESENT!    

Each of us can get really good at using the present in 

parenting each of our children.  Hopefully that is your 

goal with your spouse.  Here are a few of the important 

actions of good parenting, today and tomorrow.  We can 

leave yesterday alone if it was on the negative side as 

that was kind of like being done, gone, over.  This is the 

present for each one of us parents.  As a present each of 

us needs to use this present to give a good present to 
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each of our children.  Included are birth parents, 

grandparents, adoptive parents and Foster Parents.  

Following are topics to be included in this publication. 

PARENTAL FINANCIALS! 
PARENTAL FINANCIALS, are kind of a close behind after 

SPIRITUAL TRUTHS as the year continues.  Each child 

learns directly from their parent’s financial investments.  

An investment is exactly what the parent spends money 

on hopefully to receive good returns.  Whatever the 

results are, both parent and child are learning 

ROLE MODES! 
ROLE MODDELING, should be on a high priority of 

importance close after SPIRITUAL LEADERSHIP BY EACH 

PARENT.  In the beginning years children are totally 

dependent upon Mom & Dad provisions.  This is true of 

food, warmth, safety, security, clothing, and teaching, 

especially in younger years. 

YOUNGER YEARS is when children are under the most 

influential impressing of their lives.  The most valuable 

actions from parents are their specific attention with 

their children of Foster Care, Adoption or Birth.  In reality 
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the first two mentioned (Foster Care & Adoption) may 

need more parental provisions than Birth Children.  Why 

is that?  It is this. They have been separated from their 

Birth Mom & Dad.  What does that really mean?  It is 

this.  They are not so-called BLOOD RELATED. Their DNA 

(DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID), is normally with no 

similarity to the adopted or foster parents.  Though that 

may have no relational difference in LOVE, it may have a 

tendency to inhibit physical actions in thoughts with 

emotions.  In fact, blood related usually is stronger than 

not blood related.  Just remember not being blood 

related can actually be strengthen.  Now there is a 

stronger truth in parenting, it is this. 

If you are a parent here is the strongest truth to be 

considered by all PARENTS!  With this next item each of 

us parents cannot avoid the truth of what is about to 

arrive in the near future.  Parents with adopted children 

or birth children are parenting the parents of their 

grandchildren!  This is a truth to consider inside your 

emotional being.  Following is a question best for you 

and your spouse to consider.  What kind of LEGACY, do 

you desire to leave after you have left life on this earth? 
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RESPONSIBILITY! 
RESPONSIBILITY, by each parent is first taught by the 

leaders of each family.  Children have a gigantic talent to 

follow along.  They have a tendency to mimic how each 

parent lives with their own responsibility.  Talk is heard 

by all of us.  The real issue is how each parent lives up to 

each word they like to say.  The old saying says a picture 

says a thousand words.  The picture cannot talk!  Take a 

good look at the   beginning picture above.  The picture 

does not talk at all.  Can you describe what it says to 

you?  Does it say anything you can hear with your ears?  

Who is leading the child?  Is there anything physical 

happening? Does it say anything about leadership?  Who 

is the most responsible person? 
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ACCOUNTABILITY!  
ACCOUNTABILITY, primarily begins with each parent, not 

one parent.  It did take two of you to create a third so 

finest truth is both parents arise.  Each become a leader, 

teacher, server, laborer, provider for the total family 

actions in a responsible way. 

ACCOUNTABILITY, begins best when the children begin 

to recognize the trait like this.  The two parents get use 

to this truth when it happens.  Mom and Dad counsel 

with each other frequently. They agree on what is best 

family action presently to be placed in the near future. 
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SPIRITUAL TRUTHS! 
SPIRITUAL TRUTHS, is best stated in the OLD 

TESTAMENT, by King David, in Proverbs 13:20. “Whoever 

walks with the wise become wise but the companion of 

fools will suffer harm.”  Here is a real serious question 

each of us should consider.  The answer will teach what 

each child is learning from each parent.   Here is the 

question.  With the above scripture are you walking with 

the wise or fools? 

Your children are watching you, learning from you, plus 

possess their own individual feelings on each of your 

friends. By your own individual examples, you are the 

Teacher, Leader, Provider, Giver plus Server for each of 

your children.  Your own home is the largest most 

important school your child will ever have possession of. 

 

 

 
PARENTS, most powerful technique to be taught with 

each of their children is FRIENDSHIP BUILDING.  This is 
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nearly the finest parental action to be visited about on a 

regular basis.  When each of your children can talk well, 

try this.  Ask them what their thoughts are about your 

friends.  Socially, intelligently, fun to be with, listen too, 

plus desires to be around more. 

This should be for child and parent a good exchange of 

healthy data on both sides of the conversation.  Parents 

will learn about their friend’s exposure to their children.  

This alone will feed the parent good emotional data on 

how to parent wisely in the future.  Nothing at the 

present, present, yet it delivers super valuable thinking 

information on how to parent in the near future. 
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A picture does not talk with words, let the picture above 

can say over a thousand words to you without saying 

anything.  How powerful is that? 

 

JESUS STANDARDS 

FOR PARENTING 

SUGGESTIONS! 
 

 

On the internet look for a NEW TESTAMENT, red letter 

edition with all the JESUS quotes printed in RED LETTERS, 

with the rest in Black & White.  Then you, with your 

spouse, can go through all HIS quotes and even underline 

the important scriptures you need improvement on in 

the near present. 

Parenting is continually in constant movement all of our 

life.  This is true even when we graduate to the high level 

of GREAT GRANDPARENTING!  Even then your children 
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will desire more and more wisdom from you two.  By the 

truth in your DNA, no person has ever the same recipe 

GOD made you will. This is also the truth.  No parent has 

ever had a child like you have.  PARENTS, are placed into 

a parent leadership with two parents becoming one to 

make 3 or more.  That is simple math forward! 

This is true SCIENTIFIC SCIENCE that is proven, yet no 

person can create children like GOD can.   How is that 

so? Like each person being different from billions, upon 

billions of others, with science proving that! 

 

 

IS THE SON RISING IN YOUR LIFE? 
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PARENTINGGRAND.COM, has many pamphlets and 

books that are totally free for you and your entire family, 

plus friends.  Just visit PARENTINGGRAND.COM, make 

multiple decisions on what you desire, then simply click 

& print.  These, are provided by GRANDPA JIM so you 

also can profit in your patenting now! 

 
 

PGJS IS: 

 PARENTNG GRAND  

JESUS STYLE 
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PARENTS CAN DO IT TOO! 

THE greatest act of GOD is MERCY!  To each one of us HE 
offers ETERNAL SAVATION.  Take a little time to read and 
study Mathew 25:31-46.  This sets the truth of where 
each of us will spend in ETERNITY.   ETERNITY, has a 
never, never ending, as it is ETERNAL! 

 

PARENTING GRAND JESUS STYLE, is a FREE technology 
web site for parenting the way JESUS would.  There is 
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visitation exactly the way JESUS desires each mom & dad 
to parent their children.  This includes all children as by 
Birth, Adoption or Foster Children.  As we proceed many 
improvements will be discussed for you and your family. 

These will deliver thoughts to your family on how to 
profit wisely on opportunities you possess today.  We will 
visit about SPIRITUALALITY, technology, home chores, 
individual finances, children emancipation on multiple 
issues, plus home décor.  All this will be revealing with 
you as the receiver of this valuable information.  You as a 
parent are the leader, teacher, provider, and decider on 
how your family will proceed into the near future.  Our 
goal at PGJS (PARENTING GRAND JESUS STYLE) is to 
provide data to you and your family. 

PARENGTINGGRAND.COM, is for you to obtain FREE 
PAMPHLETS, you only need to click on then print a copy 
up for yourself.  Also, it will provide books you may 
purchase for a few dollars, that can be electronically sent 
to you immediately.  Here they are. 

CHRISTAIN FAMILY MISSIONARY 
JOURNEY 

ULTIMATE CHRISTIAN PARENTING 

BECOME THE ENEMY OF THE ENEMY 
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THREE GENERATIONS LIVING TOGETHER 

MISSIONARY BUILDERS OF CCC 

BECOME WHAT GOD DESIRES 

PROOF OF GOD 

CHRISTIAN PARENTING SUPREME 
 

PARENTAL FAMILY 

BOUNDRIES 
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DO YOU HAVE THEM? 
PARENTS, need to be steadfast in setting up multiple 
FAMILY BOUNDRIES!  This can set up safety guards for 
many different worldly items we will shortly discuss.  A 
BOUNDRY, can exist for total safety in decision making, 
exercise actions, plus spiritual or personal miss actions.  
This only requires decision making, then courage to 
embark good parental discipline of the ENTIRE family. 
With G00D consistency parents are able to endure and 
replicate this procedure that will return treasures 
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forever!  As a good parent are you really ready for that 
treasure to be built by you and your spouse? 

You have not been left in the darkness to wonder and 
guess on the procedure.  Your own personal OWNER’S 
MANUAL is directly available to you and your entire 
family.  Actually, several different manuals are of use 
depending on necessities right inside of your family.  It all 
depends upon parent’s decisions needed that serve each 
member of your family.  As short times move on our 
brains inform each parent which directory is of the best 
value to each family member.   

Can we proceed with this family healthy visitation on 
how to proceed with much valuable data to improve 
upon?  Our society directly attacks parents on their skills, 
financial pocket books, even spiritual standards.  How 
they do this tactic is directly upon family children, plus 
their parents with grandparents.  Each parent is mostly 
aware of the struggles parenting is a difficulty today as 
they struggle to make ends meet.  This is an unending 
concern.  Yet, there is one tactic that does make mother 
and father a real hero today, yet society does not enjoy 
the high honor that should be given to these wonderful 
parents.   At times these parents need a little time 
passing to receive the high rewards for the great 
INVESTMENTS they have made.  Each parent reading this 
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document can be the receiver of that reward, regardless 
of the past history!  Are you really ready for the following 
discussion that will return treasures from PARENTAL 
BOUNDRIES?  If so follow on, if not you can stop now 
with your spouse. 

BOUNDARY TALK! 
WHAT is a boundary?  Boundaries are easy to set up, 
both positive and negative.  Does that sound strange?  
Yes, they can be good or negative.  Good BOUNDARY’S 
keep you inside of a good round up each parent has 
established for their family.  With good boundary’s it is 
important to stay inside of the outer boundary.  It is kind 
of like this.  TO enter outside of the good protective 
boundary, you may be in negative territory as it may be 
super unknown.  Now we have shared too much 
information that may not be needed now.  So, now we 
will move on into how parents are needed to set up all 
kinds of protective territories.  

A large idea protection point is this.  All our lives 
boundaries’ need to be changing.  When changes are 
needed parents need to recognize the importance of 
needed proper adjustment.  Needs in the family change, 
ages of children keep changing, advancements in 
technology change, physical abilities change plus many 
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other changes are occurring.  Parents need to use 
intelligence, SPIRITUALITY, plus good WISDOM in 
counseling with each other in setting up, with changes in 
all boundaries use to correctly advance each separate 
family member. 

As we age you are aware of these changes especially as 
your youngsters age in their early life.  The many first 
boundaries are like safety, protection, transportation, 
fuel (food), plus clothing.  Good parenting provides all of 
these, yet they are not referred to as boundaries to an 
infant.  It is like they are mandatory required, not 
thought of that way.  As our children age each becomes 
aware of them and can kind of begin certain provisions 
themselves.  As youth age certain treasures do arrive.  
There is one that kind of escapes us, that is very 
pleasurable to parent and child.  That is one that parents 
are in total charge of until its major occurrence.  It is 
wonderful for both child and parent when accomplished.  
That is POTTY TRAINING.  When both parents and child 
of free of caring for diapers, cleaning up pee and 
bottoms.  The smell disappears, no need for diapers, and 
freedom arrives for at least 3 people.  Then each can 
move on to other items of importance in each of their 
lives.  Can you handle all that? Or, have you handled it 
but may not noticed it that way? 
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Here is another important item most do not think of.  
Moms are best at this, us dads much slower in our 
thinking emotional abilities. Moms are most attentive of 
needs of children as they mature in age.  Normally, they 
internally know the internal emotional needs of each of 
their children.  This is why children normally approach 
mom first with questions they have of importance to the 
child.  This is high priority in the family structure.  Here 
again is a reason for mom and dad to counsel with each 
other privately, on a continual basis. 

This is easily done, should be, consistently non selfishly, 
and multiple times in any given day.  Short, frequent, 
talks, in person, on cell phone, or other.  Before the two 
of you unionized this was a priority that may have 
occurred or may not have occurred.  Now though it is a 
gigantic priority for both to honor, do, at the highest of 
with importance. 

 

STRONG FAMILY’S 
MAKE 

SPIRITUAL STRENGTHS! 
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IF, hopefully with your spouse, are really ready for that 
continue with the following.  You are able to grow your 
family into a super strong position most people in this 
world do not understand!  Each of us people desire the 
best of the best.  You can accomplish that just by living to 
GOD’S stated standards. 

OUR CREATOR, GOD, delivered to you and your spouse a 
powerful ability through ADAM and EVE, the ability to 
create a child. Then also delivered to you as PARENTS, 
the PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY of training up your 
children.  He designed the pleasure of the two of you 
becoming one, now you are three or more!  As 
INVESTING PARENTS, you two can make the finest 
investment that can return powerful dividends for 
eternity (THAT NEVER, EVER ENDS!).  We will take a 
good look at accomplishing exactly that. 

Our CREATOR, had special purpose when HE designed 
each individual person in HIS artistic way for each of 
billions of people.  What does that really mean, plus how 
can it be described specifically?   Actually, there is a 
direct, exact formula in use today to describe the exact 
recipe HE used to create each person different from 
BILLIONS of others.  That is true for each person who 
lived past, or in the present or into the future.  People 
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can only describe the recipe as they cannot make the 
recipe. 

DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID, (DNA) is our CREATORS 
formula HE uses for each person alive, deceased or to be 
in the future.  No one can create DNA as GOD does.  We 
can only use scientific methods to uncover the way each 
of us possess in our making when GOD allowed dad to 
fertilize moms egg.  It was then HE created a special 
formula of each person’s DNA! 

So, now as parents each of us receive a super special 
place in our children’s life.  This is ongoing without 
ending.  Yes, on this earth we do pass on.  Yet, there is 
ETERNITY, which has no ending, like this life has.  Our 
CREATOR, has given each of us A LIFE DIRECTORY BOOK, 
called the BIBLE.  Special FAMILY TECHNIQUES, are 
available for parents to utilize, design, create, display, all 
with super special LITTLE EXPENSE!  These will deliver 
opportunities to each child that can return treasures into 
eternity – that has no ENDING!  Us parents receive 
SPIRITUAL, emotional value, that cannot be described. 

FIRST, parents need to exercise GODLY authority inside 
their families.  Parents are inserted to take charge, 
provide, give, teach, labor, plus evaluate when certain 
needed family changes are needed to profit greatly into 
the near future.  This does require good adult WISDOM, 
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with elderly understanding.  Remember, none of us are 
perfect.  When we make a mistake, it is OK to recognize 
it, say we are sorry, change our position, then not get 
repetitive with it again! 

REMEMBER, with good to excellent parenting family 
techniques, parents are gigantically making a difference 
in the near future.  THE NEAR FUTURE?  Yes, as they are 
having a super effect on the parenting styles of each of 
their grandchildren to arrive in the near future!  As an 
INVESTOR, this is the most powerful parenting technique 
you possess for your children. 

Recently we entered a grandparent’s home.  Inside was 
this picture. 
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GREANDPARENTS 

GRANDCHILDREN 
Below, this picture Grandpa had made up a separate 
poster that said these specific words. 

“IF WE HAD KNOWN 

GRANDCHILDREN 
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WERE SO GREAT WE 

WOULD HAVE BEGUN 

THERE FIRST!” 

 
Desire ANOTHER Treat? 

Here is a treat only others can dream of.  This is unheard 
of in society today.  A granddaughter of 18 does two 
actions no one has really thought of.  In her early teen 
years, she becomes like a mid-wife to pregnant dogs 
about to give birth.  When 16 she receives a female 
puppy from one of her positions as mid-wife.  She has 
the puppy become pregnant, then has 12 puppies she 
sold for over $1,000 for each one.  Then she purchases a 
mobile camper, used, for about $8,000.  Then two years 
later she sold it for $15,000.   

Wonders continue with this granddaughter.  She recently 
gave a hanging plaque to her Grandfather that has the 
following stated on it. 
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GRANDPAS 

ARE THERE 

TO HELP 

CHILDREN 

GET INTO 

THE 

MISCHIEF 

THAT THEY 

HAVEN’T 
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THOUGHT 

OF YET! 
 

PROFITABLE BOUNDRY’S 
FATHERS WITH MOTHERS, can set up all kinds of 
profitable boundaries for each member of their family.  
We will suggest some good ones that serve well.  These 
are only suggestions that may get your thinker thinking 
to originate what may serve your family best.  Do not be 
bashful in your parenting actions.  With parents sharing 
together, thinking as a trained unit, plus the goal of 
family unity with CHRISTIAN BEHAVIOR, actions of 
wonderment begin to occur with great frequency.  
Continued practice can make PERFECT.  What does that 
really infer?  PRACTICE, PRACTICE, PRACTICE! 

Life is never perfect.  The goal for each of us parents is to 
constantly make it better and better for each member of 
our family.  Setting POSITIVE BOUNDARIES, for the 
family is contrary to NEGATIVE BOUNDARIES, yet both 
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can serve well.  Does that sound a little strange?  Positive 
and Negative Boundaries sound opposites  

 

 

 

 

 

 

PGJS.org is presented by PARENTINGGRAND.COM     You 
can visit PARENTINGGRAND.COM anytime at your 
convenience.  There you will view all kinds of documents 
available to assist your parenting LIFE JOURNEY IN 
PROFITABLE STYLE. 

There you will find free pamphlets you can print up 
yourself.  Additionally, are books you can purchase at a 
minimum fee to greatly assist you and your spouse.  
These will greatly enhance your home decor, reduce your 
technology expenses, return wonderful parental ideas, 
plus have your family become the finest investment you 
have ever invested in! 
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PARENT SPIRITUAL 

DATING 

 
NEED THE WHOLE TRUTH, WITH 

NOTHING BUT THE TRUTH? 
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MOMS TYPICALLY DEMONSTRATE LOVE 

BETTER THAN US DADS.  OUR CHILDREN LIVE 

INSIDE MOM BEFORE SHE GIVES BIRTH!  DADS 

DID HAVE THE PLEASURE OF PLANTING THE 

FERTALIZER TO CREATE THE BABY! 

INTERESTED?  This should be the finest action you do for 

each of you two, plus for your entire family.  This alone 

can obtain profitability neither spouse can think of today.  

There are immediate returns of great dividends 

unknown, yet in time bonding, with super strong welding 

your entire family as a strong unit.  Are both of you 

ready, for this terrific asset to begin construction with? 

PARENTAL SPIRITUAL DATING, should never ever be 

dismantled!  How and why so?  Can you really remember 

the day you two became attracted to each other?  The 

real pleasure emotionally inside of yourself?  Now a time 

later you two have become the most powerful, 

important leader, server, provider, giver, your child or 

children will ever have in their lifetime and ETERNITY 

THAT NEVER ENDS!  This is going to be a good discussion 

that can open our demotions, plus get each of our 

thinkers THINKING!  This can be a real challenge for each 

parent, yet life is a real challenge in its entirety.   Each of 
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us can serve with our spouse, overcome obstacles of the 

past that may be present today. These obstacles can be 

overcome with internal emotional strength that brings 

attachment stronger to your entire family. 

Yes, we are about to present and discuss some good 

communications just inside you family with the 2 of you.  

At the right times, as a parent, these will also lead your 

good parenting techniques to this ability.  At times good 

communications are just with mom & dad.  This may 

require internal feelings with actions not well shared 

with daughter and sones.  Being the leader, providers of 

the family, the two of you can make good decisions on 

family communications.  This can be how, when, who, 

with appropriate actions previously discussed between 

the two of you!  OK? 

DATING PLEASURES 

OBTAINED! 
Can you two remember social times that brought the two 

of you together before you became Mr. & Mrs.?  Can you 

share verbally, one on one, in private emotionally, what 

that did for you?  If you two can, now you two can be 
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real good parenting together with each of your children.  

What is the reason for all this?  If done correctly 

together, good parents desire for each of their children 

to obtain the finest future possible.  Where are the finest 

teachers available?  It is directly inside the CHRISTIAN 

FAMILY HOME!  The finest teachers are the PARENTS! 

Be careful here as SOCIETY, is after each child in many 

attractive ways to have them desire what is really 

negativity.  All a parent needs to do is to take a good look 

at what exactly their child is being attracted too.  Is it 

fancy clothes? How about dressed up automobiles? 

Expensive TECHNOLOGY?  Rare and expensive food?  

Sexuality and porn? Negative language?  Does society 

encourage good healthy friends?  Can we visit good 

parenting techniques for each of your children to be 

exposed too?  If so follow on! 

Children are exposed to parents more than any others. 

PARENTS, are the real providers of nearly everything of 

positivity to their children.  Each parent should be in 

charge 24 hours a day, seven days a week.  So, to really 

begin with each parent has a high responsible position 

with their children.  The CHILD PARENT exposure to each 

other is huger than others.   The parent there or not 

there, the child is on a constant learning mission.  Can we 
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take a good vision of those possibilities?  We will visit 

friendship making, clothing standards, financials, home 

chores, food, plus educations. 

FREINDSHIP MAKING is gigantic.  Parental friends create 

a gigantic social impact on parents’ children.  Good, bad, 

indifferent, each parent friend has an impact on the 

child.   It is easy for a parent to discuss with their child 

what the child thinks of a parent friend.  If a parent 

desires child to possess good healthy friends, the real 

beginning position begins with the parent to do so.  Even 

if a friendship is determined negative then a good 

discussion can be had on how to terminate that 

friendship.  The termination does not have to be mean.  

Maybe just politely become unaccusable in access 

physically, or vocally.  Politeness, gentleness, with 

pleasant manners is always in style. 

CLOTHING STANDARDS, become large in most children’s 

early years.  Best earliest procedure is two different 

possibilities.  First, with the parents.  If the parent sets a 

high expensive standard for themselves then expect it 

from the child.  Neatness, cleanliness, presentable is a 

constant feelgood endeavor that is always good.  Yet, 

trying to buy it with out of bounds expenses may present 

a picture that is not true of the person wearing it.  
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HOME CHORES, is among the top level of a parents 

parenting quality.  This is where each of us learn large 

amounts of life skills.  Chores are with us until the day we 

pass on from this life on earth.  Laundry, food, cleaning, 

learning, home comfort with cleanliness never leaves.  

Good parenting is this.  Teaching each child how too, by 

sharing chores of improving in home situations.  Each 

child can learn as they mature in age. The above listed 

chores can actually be fun when child/parent serves the 

family together. 

FINANCES, are learned by children soon at super young 

ages. They get to live a life style provided by each parent.  

Money can be placed on a super high requirement or on 

a need to supply real need, then be reserved well.  Each 

child develops their own individual emotional feelings on 

finances within the family.  Earning, taking, receiving 

well, all have to be taught well. When a child learns how 

to earn, normally they become a good receiver also. Each 

parent needs to be aware of how the child is internally 

thoughtful on finances.  Typically, if they earn, they learn. 

SPIRITUALLY, is huge that keeps getting HUGER.  Being 

the most important human, your child is taught by 24/7 

it is important for both mom and dad to operate with 

JESUS STANDARDS. When this is done later in life actions 
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of supreme value will begin to arrive parents cannot 

think of today. 

CAN YOU PREPARE 

YOUR FAMILY? 

 
ARE YOU ON THE  

STAIRS? 
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PARENTINGGRAND.COM 

PRESENTS 

JESUS PARENTING! 
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JESUS PARENTING, is the highest ultimate parenting 

possible for each of us. Today is called the PRESENT!    

Each of us can get really good at using the present in 

parenting each of our children.  Hopefully that is your 

goal with your spouse.  Here are a few of the important 

actions of good parenting, today and tomorrow.  We can 

leave yesterday alone if it was on the negative side as 

that was kind of like being done, gone, over.  This is the 

present for each one of us parents.  As a present each of 

us needs to use this present to give a good present to 

each of our children.  Included are birth parents, 

grandparents, adoptive parents and Foster Parents.  

Following are topics to be included in this publication. 

PARENTAL FINANCIALS! 
PARENTAL FINANCIALS, are kind of a close behind after 

SPIRITUAL TRUTHS as the year continues.  Each child 

learns directly from their parent’s financial investments.  

An investment is exactly what the parent spends money 

on hopefully to receive good returns.  Whatever the 

results are, both parent and child are learning 
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ROLE MODES! 
ROLE MODDELING, should be on a high priority of 

importance close after SPIRITUAL LEADERSHIP BY EACH 

PARENT.  In the beginning years children are totally 

dependent upon Mom & Dad provisions.  This is true of 

food, warmth, safety, security, clothing, and teaching, 

especially in younger years. 

YOUNGER YEARS is when children are under the most 

influential impressions of their lives.  The most valuable 

actions from parents are their specific attention with 

their children of Foster Care, Adoption or Birth.  In 

reality the first two mentioned (Foster Care & Adoption) 

may need more parental provisions than Birth Children.  

Why is that?  It is this. They have been separated from 

their Birth Mom & Dad.  What does that really mean?  It 

is this.  They are not so-called BLOOD RELATED. Their 

DNA (DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID), is normally with no 

similarity to the adopted or foster parents.  Though that 

may have no relational difference in LOVE, it may have a 

tendency to inhibit physical actions in thoughts with 

emotions.  In fact, blood related usually is stronger than 

not blood related.  Just remember not being blood 
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related can actually be strengthened.  Now there is a 

stronger truth in parenting, it is this. 

If you are a parent here is the strongest truth to be 

considered by all PARENTS!  With this next item each of 

us parents cannot avoid the truth of what is about to 

arrive in the near future.  Parents with adopted children 

or birth children are parenting the parents of their 

grandchildren!  This is a truth to consider inside your 

emotional being.  Following is a question best for you 

and your spouse to consider.  What kind of LEGACY, do 

you desire to leave after you have left life on this earth? 

 

RESPONSIBILITY! 
RESPONSIBILITY, by each parent is first taught by the 

leaders of each family.  Children have a gigantic talent to 

follow along.  They have a tendency to mimic how each 

parent lives with their own responsibility.  Talk is heard 

by all of us.  The real issue is how each parent lives up to 

each word they like to say.  The old saying says a picture 

says a thousand words.  The picture cannot talk!  Take a 

good look at the   beginning picture above.  The picture 

does not talk at all.  Can you describe what it says to 
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you?  Does it say anything you can hear with your ears?  

Who is leading the child?  Is there anything physical 

happening? Does it say anything about leadership?  Who 

is the most responsible person? 

 

 

 

ACCOUNTABILITY!  
ACCOUNTABILITY, primarily begins with each parent, not 

one parent.  It did take two of you to create a third so 

finest truth is both parents arise.  Each become a leader, 

teacher, server, laborer, provider for the total family 

actions in a responsible way. 
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ACCOUNTABILITY, begins best when the children begin 

to recognize the trait like this.  The two parents get use 

to this truth when it happens.  Mom and Dad counsel 

with each other frequently. They agree on what is best 

family action presently to be placed in the near future. 

SPIRITUAL TRUTHS! 
SPIRITUAL TRUTHS, is best stated in the OLD 

TESTAMENT, by King David, in Proverbs 13:20. “Whoever 

walks with the wise become wise but the companion of 

fools will suffer harm.”  Here is a real serious question 

each of us should consider.  The answer will teach what 

each child is learning from each parent.   Here is the 

question.  With the above scripture are you walking 

with the wise or fools? 

Your children are watching you, learning from you, plus 

possess their own individual feelings on each of your 

friends. By your own individual examples, you are the 

Teacher, Leader, Provider, Giver plus Server for each of 

your children.  Your own home is the largest most 

important school your child will ever have possession of. 
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PARENTS, most powerful technique to be taught with 

each of their children is FRIENDSHIP BUILDING.  This is 

nearly the finest parental action to be visited about on a 

regular basis.  When each of your children can talk well, 

try this.  Ask them what their thoughts are about your 

friends.  Socially, intelligently, fun to be with, listen too, 

plus desires to be around more. 

This should be for child and parent a good exchange of 

healthy data on both sides of the conversation.  Parents 

will learn about their friend’s exposure to their children.  

This alone will feed the parent good emotional data on 

how to parent wisely in the future.  Nothing at the 

present, present, yet it delivers super valuable thinking 

information on how to parent in the near future. 
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A picture does not talk with words, let the picture above 

can say over a thousand words to you without saying 

anything.  How powerful is that? 

 

JESUS STANDARDS 

FOR PARENTING 

SUGGESTIONS! 
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On the internet look for a NEW TESTAMENT, red letter 

edition with all the JESUS quotes printed in RED 

LETTERS, with the rest in Black & White.  Then you, with 

your spouse, can go through all HIS quotes and even 

understand the important scriptures you need 

improvement on in the near present. 

PARENTING, is continually in constant movement all of 

our life.  This is true even when we graduate to the high 

level of GREAT GRANDPARENTING!  Even then your 

children will desire more and more wisdom from you 

two.  By the truth in your DNA, no person has ever the 

same recipe GOD made you with.  This is also the truth.  

No parent has ever had a child like you have.  PARENTS, 

are placed into a parent leadership with two parents 

becoming one to make 3 or more.  That is simple math 

forward! 

This is true SCIENTIFIC SCIENCE that is proven, yet no 

person can create children like GOD can.   How is that 

so? Like each person being different from billions, upon 

billions of others, with science proving that! 
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IS THE SON RISING IN YOUR LIFE? 

 

PARENTINGGRAND.COM, has many pamphlets and 

books that are totally free for you and your entire family, 

plus friends.  Just visit PARENTINGGRAND.COM, make 

multiple decisions on what you desire, then simply click 

& print.  These, are provided by GRANDPA JIM so you 

also can profit in your parenting now! 
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PARENTAL VISION 

BOUNDARIES 

THERE IS A FINGER POINTING 

DIRECTLY AT YOU AND YOURSPOUSE! 

WHAT IS IT ABOUT? 

IT IS HOW TECHNOLOGY IS 

INFLUENECING PARENTAL CONTROL! 
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CAN WE REALLY HAVE SOME FUN 

WITH OUR PARENT THINKING? 

As we move on into the future, we will plant some good 

ideas for PARENTAL VISION, for the near future.  You are 

the BOSS of yourself!  That makes you the most 

important person in charge of the present and future.  

The past we cannot change as its only value is kind of like 

what we learned from it.  As we cannot change it, we can 

learn from it in the present, make good caring goals, then 

use implementation to accomplish excellent CHRISTAIN 

PARENTING OBJECTIVES!  READY, SET, LET US PROCEED! 

GRANDPA IS PICTURED ABOVE  

WITH HIS BOSS OF 55 YEARS! 

PARENTS, are able to accomplish victories of the three 

different generations you looked at.  Listed are some yet 

not all of the accomplishments of the GRANDPARENTS 

children and grandchildren. 

One builds custom homes over 10 million dollars. 

One hauls liquids on public roads at -300 degrees. 

8 grandchildren are homeschooled. 
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A college student uses the library to learn  

subjects he has no class in! 

10 pictured went to Russia for 2 months to encourage 

Russians how to Christian home school. 

4 went to Afghanistan 1 year to teach Christian home 

schooling. 

One operates an indoor soccer arena with 130 teams. 

Four children are by birth, 3 are adopted. 

One is high up in construction of 100 million dollar  

Office Parks! 

One plays ruby @ college with over 30,000 students! 

One adopted daughter from Twain calls her mom from 

600 miles away each week and they talk for 1 hour! 

 

PARENTAL OPTIONS 
PARENTAL VISION has been created specifically for you 

to use for your own special purpose.  You and your 

spouse are in direct leadership of your family.  Your 
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CREATOR has delivered the miracle of children to both 

mom and dad.  This free presentation is presented to 

you to profit from, spiritually, emotionally, physically, 

PLUS ETERNALLY.  Hopefully you will consider it, share it, 

think about it, and begin to live with the finer ideas you 

acquire within yourself.  Nothing needs to be in a hurry, 

yet as a leader in your family it is best when you lead 

ahead to acquire the finest results from your parental 

actions.  This is an investment you can do right inside 

your own family! 

YOU ARE THE BOSS OF YOU!  That sounds kind of 

strange, but then you can turn it around, then ask who is 

the boss of you?  Can we take a quick look at WHO IS 

THE BOSS OF YOU?   

You do have the responsibility of making un numbered 

decisions each day.  Education never ever stops in any of 

us.  That is especially true in you, including your family.  

Need one example about how education never stops?   

 

PARENTAL VISION BOUNDARIES, is of the most 

importance to both parents plus children.  The 

boundaries are in constant changing motion as our lives 

moves on.  With intelligence this is a most important 
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item that is in place in each of our lives.  As each of us 

age, both parent with child needs to always keep 

adjusting boundaries. 

This may sound strange, yet it is true.  Technology, is 

changing our society like a GIANT, is larger than a small 

little ant.   Or do you remember the home encyclopedia 

sales person of the past?  All have been deceased with a 

small cellphone you carry with you today.  Internet can 

now supply you with any historical data you desire.  Here 

is another truth that is occurring in our society today.  

Our children are learning technology today at times 

better than their parents. 

Advantages of a cell phone can be prosperous to both.  

Even if your child is learning faster than the parent.  How 

so, you may ask?  Can we continue on with a few 

suggestions?  Some will be for the child, some for the 

parent, all for strengthening your total family, in different 

positive ways of family growth.  We will begin with the 

PARENT, then move to Children, then maybe more! 

PARENTAL DATA 
TRUTH, on kind of the negative side is this.  The parents 

normally are paying for not only their cell phone yet also 
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their children’s cell phones.   If this is so, the parents can 

look at it this way while turning a child’s cell phone into a 

real positive family action. 

CORRECT PARENTING WITH 

CELL PHONES. 
If a parent provides a cell phone to their child, the child 

should learn how to earn the privilege.  How does the 

child earn the privilege? 

Are home chores being performed? 

Maintaining good grades? 

Attendance at Sunday School? 

Meal preparation & clean up? 

Proper bedroom maintenance? 

This is an easy one as the parent is in the leader’s 

position of making good family decisions. Just paying for 

the cellular experience by the parent is a negative result.  

It is easy parental guidance to teach a child how to earn 

cell phone privileges.  Once agreed to both should 

perform as agreed.  It may serve best to have a written 

agreement both parent and child sign and date.  This 
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alone will assist each child into the early business world 

techniques.  Just be pleasant and kind!  Free enterprise 

has both a giver and a receiver.  When done well both 

have received pleasures, not negatives.  Parents become 

investors, teachers, guiders, servers, for later super 

dividends to arrive. These later treats normally cannot be 

thought of as they teach with excellent parental guidance 

to their family. 

When done JESUS STYLE, both receive a wonderful 

bonding venture that mechanically weld the two 

together.  Parents simply need to recognize the correct 

time each child can be depended upon to grow into 

adulthood, like the parent.  Prizes keep arriving, like 

talking, potty training, ABC’s, education, physical 

conditioning, dating, marriage.  Remember this well – 

YOU ARE PARENTING THE PARENTS OF YOUR 

GRANDCHILDREN!  DO IT JESUS STYLE, NOT THIS 

WORLD’S STYLE!  THE WORLDS STYLE IS EXACTLY WHAT 

SATAN DESRIES YOU TO PARENT LIKE. 

 

 

PARENT/CHILD ACKNOWLEDGES  
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Both need to live up to the agreement.  If either one 

does not like the old agreement, another one can be 

made up, yet both need to be in agreement. 

BOTH SHOULD BE AWARE 

Cell phones can be tracked! 

How fast they got there! 

How much they have been used! 

What is their current location? 

Parents can terminate usage! 

 

CHILDREN DATA 
JOURNALING, as parents is a family treasure you will not 

be able to compare with dollars, as time moves on.  

Family Journaling is fun to think about, profitable to do, 

inexpensive to accomplish, will become a family jewel, 

plus it only requires some good thinking time with your 

thinker!  Like what are valuable options to insert in your 

FAMILY JOURNAL? 
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FIRST ARTICLE IS PERSONAL INDIVIDUAL FAMILY 

STANDARDS! 

Yes, this is presented by MOM & DAD as a preprinted 

insert into the FAMILY JOURNAL.  This can be short, 

sweet, powerful, DATA, that says BOUNDARIES, for each 

family member.  As a loved family member, I will be 

thoughtful, sensitive, respectful with LOVE, showing 

dignity with respect.  That is the way I was created by 

MOTHER and FATHER. 

EDUCATIONAL 

EDUCATION, is continual all of our life on this earth.  

Each family member is to honor that plus endeavor to 

continue learning constantly. 

HOME CHORES 

HOME CHORES, are also constant.  Meal preparation, 

laundry, trash removal, clean up, home maintenance, 

finances, are all good investment procedures to be 

constantly helpfully assisted by all family members! 

FRIENDS 

FRIENDS, assist in each of our personalities. I will try to 

make good healthy friends with my same desires.  I will 

leave friendships behind of those who are not assisting 
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me in my healthy, spiritual, social, and even 

communicative growth in the near future. 

TECHNOLOGY 

TECHNOLOGY, usage shall be my friend, not my enemy 

like so many others.  I will endeavor to use technology 

wisely, not to negative values.  All my usage of 

technology can be of discussion at the dinner table with 

my family.  TECHNOLOGY is a tool that I should use with 

mom & dads’ consent.  

FINANCES 

FINANCES, are a tool to be used intelligently, not 

stupidly.  FINANCES, is simply a tool to be utilized in a 

wise fashion in return of a value received.  My usage is to 

use finances wisely, not unwise.  I get the privilege to 

evaluate each expenditure if it returns good value or not. 

SPIRITUAL 

SPIRITUAL, internal emotional truths are the most 

important truths inside my SOUL!  JESUS says so in JOHN 

11:25, “I am the resurrection and the life.  He who 

believes in me will live even though he dies, and 

whoever lives and believes in me will never die.  Do you 

believe this?”   
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JESUS, was talking to Martha, sister of Lazarus who had 

died four days prior. JESUS then went to the grave of 

Lazarus and brought him back to life even though Lazarus 

had been dead 4 days and had begun to stink! 

FAMILY SUMMARY! 
PARENTAL VISION, is completely up to PARENTS.  

PARENTAL VISION MOTHER & FATHER can and should 

be seen and believed inside of each parent.  As a parent 

each parent is in charge of their family.  With the two 

becoming one (with children) each is to parent wisely.  

Life on this earth is short.  This life has no comparison 

with ETERNITY!  That comparison is impossible as 

ETERNITY has no ending, like this life on earth does! 

This is why MOTHER & FATHER at best are in constant 

communication with each other.  That will give each of 

them the ability to LOVE, HONOR, and RESPECT each 

family member the rest of their life on this earth.  Then 

when they each arrive in HEAVEN, ETERNITY BEGINS 

WITH NO ENDING! 
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JESUS SAID, “I AND THE 

FATHER ARE ONE!” 

PARENTINGGRAND.COM exists for mom 

and dad to PARENT the finest for their 

entire family.  It is updated on a frequent 

basis, so stay tuned regularly to know 

the latest.  Many documents, even 
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books are included for you to profit 

from.  With a great LEGACY you can 

leave to your family they will treasure 

you long after you TWO enter HEAVEN! 

 

DATING YOUR CHILDREN 

And GRANDCHILDREN 
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Pictured are children from grandparents 

that now have been together for 55 

years.  They are from three different 

families of the grandparent’s children.  
Would you like some interesting truths about these 

youngsters? 

8 of them are homeschooled.  One attends a college, 

visits the library to learn about subjects he has no class 

in.  Another plays RUBY for a college of over 30,000 

students!  Another at 18 years of age bought a used van 
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with her own money, did minor repairs, then sold it for 

$7,000 more than she bought it for two years later.  Now 

we will move on to you and yours. 

 

Find a parental topic that can return family treasures to 

you today, tomorrow, the future and into ETERNITY that 

never ever stops!  Is that OK with you? If so, let us 

continue with some good thinking material for parents 

and grandparents.  Hopefully some of our thoughts will 

profit your total family well into each generation’s future 

life skills. This will have the potential to get rid of much 

negativity neither generation is desirable of. 

Each of us parents do not desire for our negatives to 

become positives in each of our children.  We need to be 

super careful with that tendency.  We will visit that 

subject later, in a pamphlet named PARENTING 

POSITIVES.  NOW we will proceed to parents dating each 

of their children separately not together.   There is a 

super special reason for that. 

THE REASON?  Each child is different from all of billions 

of people on this earth.  Science proves that with the 

study of DNA or DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID which proves 
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each person is different from all others.  That has been 

proven true with over billions of times.  You possess all 

kinds of data on it.  All a good parent needs to do is 

search the internet on DNA to learn of it. 

Now dating your children in each of their younger years 

has many special returns, like a super good investment 

in the spiritual world.  Can you handle that?  Actually, if 

you do, your actions in the future will provide you with a 

good parental decision.  That will return both child and 

parent many pleasures you cannot imagine today.  They 

will be so different from even your thoughts today. 

THE parents of the children pictured above are each 

premium in their own individual normal careers.   Yet 

they are at the top of PARENTING IN PREMIUM 

RESULTS!  This can be you also, REGARDLESS OF YOUR 

PAST PARENTAL RESULTS.   Yesteryear is done, gone, 

over, if you desire it to be! Today is called the present.  

The truth is today is a PRESENT for each of us to be here.  

Each of us can use the PRESENT to make tomorrow 

better than today. As each of us are different, each of us 

can make the individual decision to make goals for the 

future.  If we do, then we need to make good plans on 

how to make the future better.  That is especially true on 
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how to parent so our children’s future can even exceed 

ours.   Can we begin at the top? 

Mom and Dad created each child so it really depends 

upon each of us parents to create an environment for 

each child of ours to become aggressively good.  The 

easiest best finest way to accomplish this goal is to 

“PARENT JESUS STYLE”.  All the other ways are a 

disaster.   Accumulation of money does not do it!  

Neither does fancy expensive vacations, big homes, nice 

looking cloths, high-cost friendships, nor expensive 

educations. 

Being the most important leaders of each child, parents 

have received the highest honor any person can obtain.  

No excuses are available.  Each parent needs to 

constantly make the finest effort to parent well.  Yes, 

past efforts may be recognized as misgivings but today is 

different as new opportunities are available.  Life is 

always in changing motion with different options in our 

lives.  With the THINKERS GOD delivered to each parent, 

us parents can make good decisions that serve our family 

the finest.  This is and should be in continual motion to 

advance our family into betterment each and every day 

into the future – and far!   
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In this situation we are visiting the topic of DATING.  

With good parenting actions this can become a real joy in 

the coming years of our youngster’s life.  All this requires 

good actions by parents in advance of the so-called 

dating ages of a child.  When done correctly this can be a 

super powerful action when dating time arrives in the 

child’s life.  HOW SO? 

As a child grows through younger years parents are like 

GOD to them with total provisions in life.  Food, Housing, 

Warmth, Clothing, Security and Safety are just a few of 

provisions they totally depend upon.  Early in life also 

they are taught to walk, talk, then ABC’s arrive with 

reading plus many other learning actions.  Now the child 

is in early life years with a super beneficial action that is 

available. 

DATING WITH THE PARENT is a valuable action, the 

earlier young age, the better.  The date can be at a fast-

food establishment the child enjoys.  Parent pays, then 

asks questions while eating.  Parent listens to gather 

information on what is inside their child’s emotions.  Kind 

of questions like this: 

What do you like learning now? 

What do you most like doing? 
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Can you get better at home chores? 

What would you like to learn in the future? 

Can you share with me what Is important to you? 

Can you make good friends? 

Can you be a good friend to others? 

 

This is a real good sharing time with parent and child.  It 

is private, intentional, informative for both, plus builds 

bonding with each other.  The parent gets good at asking 

questions, then listening!  On an infrequent yet 

repetitive basis both parent and child get like glue to 

wallpaper on a wall, with each other!   

Define objectives as they may have multiple possible 

options for parents to visit evaluate, think about, then 

reach a good conclusion.  PARENTING, is a gift HE let 

each one of us begin a treasure to create a child.  Each of 

us enjoys the pleasure of how to create a child.  Once the 

child is here it is then each father and mother receive the 

pleasure of parenting their new creation. 
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Diagnose the problem with questions, then a good 

discussion of possible answers can appear.  Questions 

are short with answers normally not a whole lot longer.  

Begin good discussions on alternatives as Mom & Dad 

need to do this trait on a constant basis. 

 Choose best alternative.  Have a good exchange with 

your spouse.  At times this may be difficult as each of us 

are different, as DNA is different in each of billions of 

people.  Mom and Dad need to recognize this truth on a 

constant basis.  Each of us are not GOD yet HE did give us 

options to consider.  Each of us are in a life condition 

with storms arising at different times.  We need to realize 

each of us has a different vehicle (our body, mind & spirit 
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soul).  Our life time, as a good parent, we just are 

required to make good adjustments.  Families are not 

perfect, yet with continual adjustments we can keep 

improving in GODLY FASHION. 

 

 

 

LIFE IS FULL OF CHOICES! 
  

Implement decision making with good discussions. 

REMEMBER, life is in constant motion.  Many times, a 

storm arrives.  It is then we must realize each of us are in 

a different vehicle, making the effort to arrive with the 
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good results that JESUS PREFERS FOR THE TOTAL 

FAMILY! 

 

SUMMARY OF YOU  

DATING YOU 

CHILDREN 

 
We are created as OPPOSITES!  What does that really 

mean in mom & dad talk?   Each is opposite the other in 

a super topic called SEX.  In DATING YOUR CHILDREN, 

your do not have to discuss this, but you are parenting at 

a higher level than this world knows.  Your child is 

learning (hopefully) a bonding process with child and 

parent.  How so? 

DRESS NICE 

TALK NICE 
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QUESTIONS WITH POLITE ANSWERS 

LISTENING POWER 

BOTH BEGIN TO EMOTIONALLY UNDERSTAND THE 

OTHER. 

NO BAD CLOTHING 

GOOD COMMUNICATIONS 

NICE TRANSPORTATION 

DEPENDENCY FOR EACH GENERATION 

All these are important to a child BEFORE THE SOCIETAL 

DATING AGE ARRIVES.  Your child now knows what is 

best.  Not fast driving, bad language, inappropriate 

clothing or physical expectations. 

PARENTING WELL, returns profits not visited on a normal 

basis.  Parenting well dividends are high as a return on 

PARENTAL INVESTMENTS.   PARENTS become rewarded 

with assets they did not dream of.  This is true when later 

you realize you are PARENTING THE PARENTS OF YOUR 

GRANDCHILDREN!  NO ONE IS AS IMPORTANT TO A 

CHILD IN THE EARLY YEARS OF A CHILDS LIFE THAN THE 

PARENT! 
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SO, DATE YOUR 

CHILDREN AT THE 

YOUNGEST OF AGES! 
 

• YES, EVEN AS YOUNG AS TWO.  EACH parent can do 

this on an irregular basis at different times.  Just ask 

your child if they would like to go on a date with you 

to their favorite fast-food establishment.  Each 

should dress nice, transport together, child orders, 

parent pays, then asks questions while eating.  After 

that is done, each of us parents need to LISTEN 

WELL! 

• While eating parent asks short questions, listens to 

answers.  Parent desires to find out, what is inside 

child’s desired emotional thinking.  This delivers to 

parent parental thinking for the near future.  Plus, 

what may be beneficial to share with spouse for 

future parenting techniques. 
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ADVANTAGES 
KNOWLEDGE, of what is attractive to child, so you can use 

it to the advantage as their parent.  On an irregular basis 

yet, repetitive parents get to know intimately what is 

important to each child.  With good decision making now 

both mom and dad can proceed with well-informed 

parenting to profit their whole family! This will even 

elevate each parent to high CHRISTIAN ACTIVITY ABILITY.  

Is that ok with you? 

 

PARENT SPIRITUAL 

DATING 
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NEED THE WHOLE TRUTH, WITH 

NOTHING BUT THE TRUTH? 

MOMS TYPICALLY DEMONSTRATE 

LOVEBETTER THAN US DADS.  OUR CHILDREN 

LIVE INSIDE MOM BEFORE SHE GIVES BIRTH!  

DADS DID HAVE THE PLEASURE OF PLANTING 

THE FERTALIZER TO CREATE THE BABY! 
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INTERESTED?  This should be the finest action you do for 

each of you two, plus for your entire family.  This alone 

can obtain profitability neither spouse can think of today.  

There are immediate returns of great dividends 

unknown, yet in time bonding, with super strong welding 

your entire family as a strong unit.  Are both of you 

ready, for this terrific asset to begin construction with? 

PARENTAL SPIRITUAL DATING, should never ever be 

dismantled!  How and why so?  Can you really remember 

the day you two became attracted to each other?  The 

real pleasure emotionally inside of yourself?  Now a time 

later you two have become the most powerful, 

important leader, server, provider, giver, your child or 

children will ever have in their lifetime and ETERNITY 

THAT NEVER ENDS!  This is going to be a good discussion 

that can open our demotions, plus get each of our 

thinkers THINKING!  This can be a real challenge for each 

parent, yet life is a real challenge in its entirety.   Each of 

us can serve with our spouse, overcome obstacles of the 

past that may be present today. These obstacles can be 

overcome with internal emotional strength that brings 

attachment stronger to your entire family. 

Yes, we are about to present and discuss some good 

communications just inside you family with the 2 of you.  
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At the right times, as a parent, these will also lead your 

good parenting techniques to this ability.  At times good 

communications are just with mom & dad.  This may 

require internal feelings with actions not well shared 

with daughter and son.  Being the leader, providers of 

the family, the two of you can make good decisions on 

family communications.  This can be how, when, who, 

with appropriate actions previously discussed between 

the two of you!  OK? 

DATING PLEASURES 

OBTAINED! 
Can you two remember social times that brought the two 

of you together before you became Mr. & Mrs.?  Can you 

share verbally, one on one, in private emotionally, what 

that did for you?  If you two can, now you two can be 

real good parenting together with each of your children.  

What is the reason for all this?  If done correctly 

together, good parents desire for each of their children 

to obtain the finest future possible.  Where are the finest 

teachers available?  It is directly inside the CHRISTIAN 

FAMILY HOME!  The finest teachers are the PARENTS! 
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Be careful here as SOCIETY, is after each child in many 

attractive ways to have them desire what is really 

negativity.  All a parent needs to do is to take a good look 

at what exactly their child is being attracted too.  Is it 

fancy clothes? How about dressed up automobiles? 

Expensive TECHNOLOGY?  Rare and expensive food?  

Sexuality and porn? Negative language?  Does society 

encourage good healthy friends?  Can we visit good 

parenting techniques for each of your children to be 

exposed too?  If so follow on! 

Children are exposed to parents more than any others. 

PARENTS, are the real providers of nearly everything of 

positivity to their children.  Each parent should be in 

charge 24 hours a day, seven days a week.  So, to really 

begin with each parent has a high responsible position 

with their children.  The CHILD PARENT exposure to each 

other is huger than others.   The parent there or not 

there, the child is on a constant learning mission.  Can we 

take a good vision of those possibilities?  We will visit 

friendship making, clothing standards, financials, home 

chores, food, plus educations. 

FREINDSHIP MAKING is gigantic.  Parental friends create 

a gigantic social impact on parents’ children.  Good, bad, 

indifferent, each parent friend has an impact on the 
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child.   It is easy for a parent to discuss with their child 

what the child thinks of a parent friend.  If a parent 

desires child to possess good healthy friends, the real 

beginning position begins with the parent to do so.  Even 

if a friendship is determined negative then a good 

discussion can be had on how to terminate that 

friendship.  The termination does not have to be mean.  

Maybe just politely become unaccusable in access 

physically, or vocally.  Politeness, gentleness, with 

pleasant manners is always in style. 

CLOTHING STANDARDS, become large in most children’s 

early years.  Best earliest procedure is two different 

possibilities.  First, with the parents.  If the parent sets a 

high expensive standard for themselves then expect it 

from the child.  Neatness, cleanliness, presentable is a 

constant feelgood endeavor that is always good.  Yet, 

trying to buy it with out of bounds expenses may present 

a picture that is not true of the person wearing it.  

HOME CHORES, is among the top level of a parents 

parenting quality.  This is where each of us learn large 

amounts of life skills.  Chores are with us until the day we 

pass on from this life on earth.  Laundry, food, cleaning, 

learning, home comfort with cleanliness never leaves.  

Good parenting is this.  Teaching each child how too, by 
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sharing chores of improving in home situations.  Each 

child can learn as they mature in age. The above listed 

chores can actually be fun when child/parent serves the 

family together. 

FINANCES, are learned by children soon at super young 

ages. They get to live a life style provided by each parent.  

Money can be placed on a super high requirement or on 

a need to supply real need, then be reserved well.  Each 

child develops their own individual emotional feelings on 

finances within the family.  Earning, taking, receiving 

well, all have to be taught well. When a child learns how 

to earn, normally they become a good receiver also. Each 

parent needs to be aware of how the child is internally 

thoughtful on finances.  Typically, if they earn, they learn. 

SPIRITUALLY, is huge that keeps getting HUGER.  Being 

the most important human, your child is taught by 24/7 

it is important for both mom and dad to operate with 

JESUS STANDARDS. When this is done later in life actions 

of supreme value will begin to arrive parents cannot 

think of today. 

CAN YOU PREPARE 
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YOUR FAMILY? 

 

 
ARE YOU ON THE  

STAIRS? 
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SUPREME PARENTING 

CHRISTIAN STYLE 

 
 

FOR YOU & YOUR FAMILY 

NOW! 
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This writing is specially just for you and your entire 
family, which includes Grandparents, parents, children, 
even grandchildren to arrive in the near future.  The 
grandpa pictured above has a picture in his home with 
the grandchildren.  Posted below it is a short - statement 
that says this. 

“If we had known 

GRANDCHILDREN WERE 

SO GREAT WE WOULD HAVE 

STARTED THERE FIRST” 
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HERE IS ABOUT THE 3 OLDEST! 

One plays RUGBY on scholarship at a University with over 
30,000 students.  Another, buys with their own money a 
used camper van, then sells it two years later for $6,000 
more than it cost. Another attends college, visits the 
library to learn about subjects he has no class on!  Yes, 
many changes are still occurring with our youngsters.  

PARENTING WELL, is needed to be updated by all 
parents.  Here are a few suggestions that are good to 
visit about.  These will assist parents in the PRESENT & 
FUTURE to obtain assets, dividends, plus BONDING OF 
THEIR FAMILY now and the entire future.  If that sounds 
good to you let us continue. 

Get ready for some fun reading as we are going to explore real 
data on FAMILY PROFITABILITY.  This is a topic each parent is 
placed in charge of inside their own personal family.  Visited 
will by many different topics each parent is in total charge of 
real production.  When correctly emplaced wonderful blessings 
begin to arrive.  Many of these blessings arrive that are 
unknown.  This is true with both parents, plus children. 

How does this really occur?  It all has to do with investments 
made by each parent.  With investments we are not talking 
about dollars here.  This is much bigger, a better investment 
than any dollars can ever return.  Even more than that.  What is 
all this really about?  You already know that EDUCATION is a 
good investment for each of your children as they age.   
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Actually, there is a larger function each of us parents do as our 
children keep changing from day one after their birth!  What is 
that all about?  Now simply get your thinker into good thinking 
position. 

As our children keep aging, different actions are specifically 
needed by each of us parents.   When mom is pregnant, we 
begin to provide special security, food, safety, protection, plus 
hopefully medical advice when needed.  Then after the baby 
arrives sequential activities begin for decades of life.  
Implementation of many events begin that require decades. 

 

PARENTS ARE IN CHARGE OF 

LEADING THEIR CHILDREN TO 

BE BOSS OF THEMSELF! 

 
THIS, may sound strange yet it is true!  Just take a good 

look at a total life cycle.  Children arrive in this world 

totally dependent upon parents to feed, cloth, comfort, 

teach walking, talking, potty train plus other skills in 

especially younger years.  When done correctly 
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wonderful treasures begin to arrive in abundance.  

Eventually, each child needs to make good responsible 

PHYSICAL ACTIONS that hopefully are excellent for them.   

When adjustments are needed, they should be 

recognized with quick changes. This should be 

independent of other influence as this world is 

aggressively desiring societal actions from all of us.  

Society, desires all kinds of displeasures of us.  Over 

spending financials, fancier autos, overdoing clothing, 

nicer vacations, plus fancy food consumption are few 

desires SOCIETY IS ENHANCIING US WITH. 

You have noticed these in your life.  If you really love 

your children, now is the time as a good parent to 

consult with your spouse, on parental parenting.  Need a 

few examples?  Refer back to the first picture.  Here are a 

few truths of the three generational family pictures.  

Grandparents are retired for years yet not tired. 

One child transport’s fuel at -315 degrees. 

One child builds homes over $10,000,000. 

One has 8 children by birth and does CHRISTIAN 

MISSIONS! 

One operates a SOCCER ARENA WITH 130 TEAMS. 
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One son in law drove over 600 miles just to ask Grandpa 

for his blessing to marry his daughter. 

Several continents have received MISSION TRIPS! 

New CHRISTIAN HOME SCHOOL CREATED FOR PARENTS 

NOUGH SAID, on what this family has done and keeps 

doing.  As parents it is not the financial leftovers you 

leave behind. What is the most important item you can 

leave your children?  Think about this.  None of us have 

seen a YOU HAUL at funeral in a cemetery.  The truth is 

when each of us pass on from this life on earth, you can 

take nothing with you of earthy value. That is why you do 

not see a YOU HAUL at a cemetery funeral.   At the 

cemetery it is SPIRITUAL!   

SPIRITUAL TRUTH, has come to life in the cemetery 

where there is no YOU HAUL!  What now happens is this.  

LEGACY, is the most utmost item of value any parent can 

leave their family with.  Your LEGACY is what you have 

left behind in SPIRITUAL VALUE, being of the most 

importance to children, grandchildren and great 

grandchildren. 
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TOPICS FOR 

PARENTS!  

 

ETERNITY 
Most of us parents do not have a good idea of 

eternity.  This really will challenge your thinking 

ability as a gigantic challenge that is super hard to 

understand well.  If you obtain a good understanding 

of ETERNITY, it can impact you plus how you can 

parent WISELY.  Are you really ready for that 

challenge?  As a good parent this will give you and 

yours best of the BEST.  Can you and yours handle 

that? 
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If you are really ready for all that here we go with 

some definite words that may encourage you.  This 

can be a long going remembrance for the two of you 

parents.  Following are simple short trueful words on 

ETERNITY.  Here we go to try to inhabit your desires 

to profit in ETERNITY.    DEATHLESS, EVERLASTING, 

PERPETUAL, PERMANENT, TIMELESS, UNCEASING, 

with CONTINUAL are just a few! 

JESUS, is in total control of ETERNITY for each of us, 

yet HE delivers to each of us the ability to 

deliberately go with HIM or with Satan.  In HIS 

discussion with Maratha in John 11:25&26 HE 

describes each of our options. 

Also, HE says HE is the resurrection and the life, then 

teach person in your family gets to decide 

individually on where they want to live eternally.  

Now enters another truth. 

This is a correct presentation of how powerful 

parenting is to each of their children.   As a leader, 

teacher, presenter, provider, server a loving parent 

consistently gently informs their child of the power 

JESUS uses when HE discusses this truth.  IN reality 

each child is totally in charge of their ETERNAL 

HOME.  Not their friends, society, money or any 
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other tool, just themselves.  Same with each person 

on this earth!  How much decision-making real 

pleasure can a person have? 

 

 

BECOME THE 

BOSS OF YOU 
When each person actually becomes the real boss of 

themselves there is no more power anyone can have 

over them.  No one can stop their internal beliefs, 

their internal emotions, or the real ability to really 

control them. Yes, they can bully them, harass them, 

try to control with words or demands, yet when the 

boss of themselves raises to that level, internally 

emotions take over higher than anything else. 
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HOW DNA 

ORIGINATED 
DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID is a special formula GOD 

individually made with secret privacy to separate 

each person from all others.  You may know we now 

can write down the formula, but no person on this 

earth can go to their so-called kitchen and replicate 

it the way GOD does.  That is exactly how special 

each of us people are to GOD!  HE knows each of us 

by the DNA HE assigned to each of us. 

Of BILLIONS of people on this earth no one has ever 

had the same formula of DNA. That is proven 

factually true.  PLUS, this is true, too.  GOD pays 

attention to us 24-7 as HE is not confined like we are 

needing sleep! 
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EXPECTED DNA TEACHING 

IN YOUR FAMILY 
PARENTS, in the early years of each child’s age can 

teach their child about DNA.   DNA is scientifically 

proven how special each child is to our CREATOR, 

GOD.  That alone is singular proof how each child is 

created by mom & dad coming together as one to 

create their son or daughter.   This science is PROOF 

POSITIVE.  If any person visits with you about it not 

being true, this becomes a simple short qualifying 

reply.  Just ask a simple short question. “CAN YOU 

GIVE ME THE SCIENTIFIC EVIDENCE YOU SAY?”  

THEN politely reply, “I AM LISTENING”! 

 

PARENTAL EXPECTATIONS 

PARENTAL EXPECTATIONS, are continuous everyday 

while we live on this earth.  Desire a few examples 

that are in continuous motion, that are not 

refutable?  This is kind of easy as all each of us has to 

do is to take a good look at ourselves. 

Each of us only need to visit our own personal 

thoughts of our past, our present condition, plus our 
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future desires.  Following is simple thinking material 

to consider about each of us personally. 

How have you improved on your skills? 

When did you begin to be interested in opposite 

sex? 

Are your parenting skills increasing? 

Can you improve your financials? 

What about your SPIRITUAL CONDITION? 

HAS YOURSELF IMPRVOVED YOUR FAMILY 

RELATIONSHIPS? 

ARE YOU AN EMOTIONALLY STRONG PARENT? 

ANY CHANGES THROUGH THE AGES? 

PHYSICAL ABILITY PARENTAL 

TEACHING 
PARENTAL TEACHING, will never ever stop – Get used 

to it, as it is the truth, even after you die.  

Take a good review with your spouse on what did 

occur with each of your children.  Walking, talking, 

simple home chores, reading, school, sports, family 

activities, vacations, financials, responsibilities, plus 

more.  It does not stop, NEVER! 

Children are learning from their finest teachers YOU 

& YOU!  You have a gigantic impact on each of them 

all their life, even into ETERNITY! 
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Need another POWERFUL ITEM you are sharing with 

your children?  

FREINDSHIP MAKING, is of huge importance for each 

child. The largest of importance is how both parents 

treat each other as Mother and Father.  In each of 

their parenting skills the children are being taught 

how to parent with their own personal desires to be 

followed later by what they learned in their younger 

family years.  Even more important than that is this. 

How MOTHER AND FATHER, personally treat each 

other, in talking, politeness, home chores, 

pleasantness, plus learning how to behave with the 

opposite sex.  All the above is repetitively important 

as children are really good at physical actions of what 

they live with. The athletic term is PRACTICE, 

PRACTICE, PRACTICE, MAKES PERFECT.  As parents 

we need to do the same! 

WHEN INDIVIDUAL 

FREEDOM BEGINS TO 

ARRIVE 
INDIVIDUAL FREEDOM, is in constant changing 

fashion for each and all of us.  How about when each 
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of your children began to walk, talk, potty train or 

even feed themselves?  Even educational levels are 

in constant change with us parents!  All of us on a 

consistent basis.  At times even when we do not 

recognize it. 

Need a couple easy examples?  Had your technology 

usage changed?  Any of your monthly payment of 

bills?  What happened to the phone booth? Better 

economy with your auto?  Any changes in your fuel 

consumption (called food)?  That really is enough.  

We are just trying to get your thinker thinking. 

 

LIFETIME EDUCATION 
PARENTS CONTINUALLY are in the middle of their 

educational process.  That does not ever end until 

the day we leave this earth to transition to HEAVEN 

or hell.   One is our own individual choice, as we 

have previously discussed. 

Have a concern with lifetime education?   Keep 

reading for a few suggestions on societal recent 

changes.  Has there been any changes in technology 

since you left school?  Any changes in cell phone 

services?  How about clothing standards?  Any 

financial changes?  Checking services, the same at 
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your bank?  Transportation services the same 

moving you about? How about friendships in 

socializing? 

 

 MARRIAGE PREPARATION 
MARRIAGE PREPARATION, is bigger than big inside 

each family living together.  PARENTS are teachers 

to each family member living in their home.   What 

the parent does teaches exactly what the child can 

do! 

If there ever was a school for marriage, the family 

unit is it.  DAD and MOM are the real teachers their 

children are directly exposed to!  

GRAND CHILDREN 
We will keep this one short.  Grandparents are watched 

closely by grandchildren.  Each and every action of 

grandparents can be evaluated by all the youngers in the 

entire family.  As respected ELDERS, their actions 

physically, verbally plus SPIRITUALY are 

observed and evaluated by ALL FAMILY 

MEMBERS.  
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 PARENTING IS THE FINEST 
TEACHER OF ALL CHILDREN, 
NOT ONLY FOR THIS LIFE, BUT 
FOR ETERNITY THAT HAS NO 
ENDING FOREVER AND EVER! 

 

CAN YOU KEEP GETTING 
BETTER & BETTER AT IT? 

 

PARENT JESUS 

STYLE! 


